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LONDON The
London Feminist Film Festival, the feminist film festival in various locations in London, runs
until August 20, 2017, £ 11.50 / reduced £ 9.50.

Direct from London
From/one way incl. taxes

£179*
*T&Cs apply.
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Advertising slots

The fifth edition of the unique film festival, in the context of other reviewers, devoted solely to
women's cinema, to the issues of women's social inequality, to violence against women, and to
the extraordinary women who oppose the restrictions imposed on them, fight for their rights, .
The festival opened the Kaori Sakagami Talk Back Out Loud (2013), which features members
of the American theatrical group The Medea Project, which deals with HIV carriers. The group
was created by director and educator Rhodessa Jones to help former prisoners in San
Francisco prison. In addition, the first independent film made by the Iranian director under the
title The Sealed Soil (1977), presented on the 40th anniversary of the release, and much more.
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